NSF Grant SNOBOL4 Documents

NSFSD1 •


NSFSD2 •

SNOBOL4X. Griswold, R. E. and Hallyburton, J. C., Jr. The University of Arizona. February 2, 1973. 4 pages. Description of a modified version of SNOBOL4 developed to support grant research.

NSFSD2a •


NSFSD2b •

SNOBOL4X. Griswold, R. E. and Hallyburton, J. C., Jr. The University of Arizona. April 24, 1973. 7 pages. Revision and updating of NSFSD2a to include new features.

NSFSD2c •


NSFSD3 •


NSFSD4 •

The Window to Hell. Griswold, R. E. The University of Arizona. February 27, 1974. 28 pages. Description of facilities for accessing internal structures from a running SNOBOL4 program.